
Is Your Source Dependable or Deceptive? 
This worksheet will help you find credible sources and help you separate good 

sources from bad. 
 

Step 1: Finding sources 
 The best way to find sources is to go to the Briar Cliff library website, 

library.briarcliff.edu. In the search bar, you can look up books, ebooks, and journals. 

There are several journal databases: EBSCOhost, ProQuest, JSTOR, LexisNexis, and 

Wiley. If your professor requires only journals for sources, make sure you refine your 

search to only journals because these databases bring up books and newspaper articles as 

well. 

 Another way you can search for sources is by using an internet search engine. To find 

credible sources, type in your key words and add “cite:edu,” “cite:gov,” or “cite:org.” By 

doing so, edu will take you to education websites, gov will show governmental websites, 

and org will show organizational websites. In general, these sites are more reliable than 

.com sites. 

 Don’t forget that you can always use good ol’ paper books as well! If you find a book online 

that is not available in the library, you can request an interlibrary loan. 

 

Step 2: Evaluating sources 
Once you’ve found some sources, there are a few ways to check for credibility. 

 Check the date it was published. Some professors require that some or all of your 

sources are fairly recent. If the date is older than your professor requests, pitch it.  

 Do a quick internet search of the name of the author. If the author is a university 

professor, usually you will be able to find a page with their credentials. If the author has 

experience in the area described in the journal article, it is credible. If you find only a 

facebook page full of drunken pictures and a newspaper article describing the author’s 

support in legalizing all drugs for all ages, pitch it. 

 If you found your source using a search engine, check the website domain. A blog website 

is usually not considered acceptable by professors, but a government or organization 

website may be. 

        

                                     


